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TT No.63: Keith Aslan - Sat 14th February 2015; Oakley v Wokingham & Embrook; 

Berks & Bucks Intermediate Cup S/F; Result: 0-0AET (2-4 pens.); Admission and 

Programme: Free; Attendance: 61 - (32 home, 24 away & 5 neutral plus 1 famous 

groundhopping dog!). 

The day started badly for me when, due to my recent move, none of the expected 

Valentine cards reached my new address, although there could be another 

explanation why the postman passed me by this morning. However, I soon put this 

behind me and was in good spirits as I waited for the rail replacement bus to take 

me off the Isle of Thannet. A train would have been nicer but hey-ho it is a 

Saturday so what can you expect.  

Oakley, not to be confused with the Bedfordshire club of the same name, is a little 

village roughly between Bicester and Oxford. If you are doing this one by public 

transport you can't. Of the four buses that serve the village on a Saturday the last 

one leaves at half past two so I am indebted to a well-known northern 

groundhopper and his canine companion for a lift from Bicester station. At Bicester 

the shuttle buses to the retail outlet were running every 10 minutes and were all 

well filled. Puzzlingly at least a quarter of the passengers were Chinese and all the 

signs on Bicester station were in English and Chinese. I've got no idea what that's 

all about.   

Oakley are a bit of a phenomenon in local football circles, and their fixture 

backlog isn't due to spurious postponements because the grass is a bit wet, but 

down to them winning all their games (21 before this) resulting in lengthy cup 

runs. They aren't halfway through their league fixtures and even with a 100% 

record aren't top of the Oxfordshire Senior League, although it's inconceivable they 

won't win it come the end of the season. This was their 6th tie in the Berks & 

Bucks, they are also in the league cup, the Oving Village Cup, and, having been to 

a final, I can confirm this one is pretty big round these parts, and, somewhat 

surprisingly, the Slough Town Cup. I think someone's geography went a bit awry 

with that one. Whoever did the posters for the game has a sense of humour. In 

large letters it said "broadcast live on Sky Sports". It's only when you got right up 

close that you can see in much smaller letters the words "not being". The ground is 

in a rustic setting, fully roped off except for 20 yards of wooden fencing along the 

half way line whose only purpose appeared to be to accommodate some pitch-side 

advertising. The changing rooms behind the goal also contained a small kitchen 

with hot drinks and ‘biccies’ but the refreshments might have been a one off for 

this game.  

Wokingham have come down in the world since their Isthmian league days and are 

currently playing in Div. 1 of the Hellenic League and their current position is not 

dissimilar to Oakley's. Although only 4th they would be 7 points clear at the top 

were they to win their games in hand. I got speaking to some of their supporters, a 

friendly bunch, who said they would be ground-sharing at Henley next season due 



to the Hellenic leagues new floodlight rules. Ground grading gone mad: why should 

a team have to have lights that they neither need or can afford just to keep 

playing at the same level? Maybe the FA would like to donate a set to the club but 

that would involve spending a thousandth of one per cent of the money from the 

new TV deal and I'm sure they've got better things to spend it on!  

This was an enthralling match between two very good teams with nothing 

separating them. Anyone who thinks goalless draws are boring should have been 

here, 120 minutes of top-class football, aided by an excellent referee, Stephen 

Williams, who kept things moving along all afternoon. So, to the "lottery" of a 

penalty shootout, although when England are involved in one it's less of a lottery 

and more of a foregone conclusion. Oakley missed their first two penalties and 

that was the end of their 100% record. So, no Berks & Bucks glory this season for 

the home side, but there's still the Slough Town Cup to look forward to. 
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